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I am still extremely violently tortured by the Pentagon, through #Haarp.

I used to love to sing.
I used to love to dance.

I used to write poetry.
I used to have hope.

But for weeks, already, I have been unable to even SPEAK my own words.
When I was not at work, most of my time was used by the Pentagon.

For war purposes.

My upper chakras, mind and throat chakra tortured, non-stop.
To force me to transmit, through my voice, threats from the Pentagon to other countries. 

Such as Japan, China, Russia, India and Canada.

I keep praying for assistance from Angels, Archangels and Saints.

I put the radio on.
To try to avoid hearing them, talking to me constantly, through #Haarp.

I try to keep myself busy.
I try to refrain from opening my mouth to speak the Pentagon’s threats.

I end up being slapped.
I end up being punched on my wounded sacrum bone.

My nose, ears, feet, kidneys, uttero, heart chakra, thymus tortured.

I try to sleep.
My eyes are forced open, by the Pentagon, through #Haarp.

Then, they show me horrors, again.
Threats, again.

Threats they force me to transmit to other countries.
Under threats they would kill people if I don’t.

When I get a chance, I try to repeat to them they are making a HUGE mistake.
I try to tell them that it is impossible that My Soul, Millie (God’s soul itself) is ever destroyed.

And that I will burn THEIR souls in Hell for the rest of the eternity.
For their indescribable crimes.



But they don’t listen.
More and more often, they don’t even let me speak.

Through torturing my throat.
My neck and my vocal chords.

. . . . . .

On 01-18-2016, I was uttered threats by the #USCongress, through H.A.A.R.P., they would hypnotise Muslims 
from the “Islamic State” to kill me.

On 01-20-2016, the Pentagon admitted to me, through H.A.A.R.P., that they control the “Jihad”.

. . . . . . 

On 01-13-2016, I was violently tortured in my hotel room, in Percé.

In the midst of a powerful snow and wind H.A.A.R.P.-storm, created purposely upon me by the Pentagon and the 
US Congress because they knew I had to drive out of town, to work as a court interpreter in Percé Courthouse, on 
that specific day.

The Pentagon violently tortured my heart chakra, through #Haarp.

They said to me they would kill me with “anti-orgasms”.

Then, they made me hear part of “Writing’s on the Wall” song, by Sam Smith.

(A beautiful song. Even though it is an extremely sad one.)
(Also written after some of my writings to him.)

They made me hear these words: “I want to feel love…”

Then, they showed me horrors of war in Irak and Syria, directly on my third eye.
Through #Haarp.

They violently tortured my throat chakra.
And told me, that: “From now on, the only way for mankind to be able to feel love, will be through seeing war.”

. . . . . .

The next day, on 01-14-2016, I had to drive back to Matane.

I drove very slowly.
The road was awfully slippery.

At one point, I slightly lost control of the vehicle.
I came close to dive into the ocean.

With the rented car.

. . . . . .



The same day, my friend René Angélil was murdered.

By the Pentagon.
Of a throat cancer.

Inflicted to him through #Haarp.

(As promised, he is with Me now.)

(My very most sincere condolences to Celine Dion.)

__________________________ 

“Screaming Softly” – ("Crier tout bas"). Song by Cœur de Pirate.

So, from the bottom of my heart:
Thanks again, dear @beatricepirate, for this beautiful song and videoclip.

Written after some of my writings to you.
Over the last 2-3 years.

I knew I could count on you.
I knew you would help me.

Blessings,

- God xx:)

Pictures from "Crier tout bas" videoclip by Coeur de Pirate. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p-9U53txWQ



ENGLISH TRANSLATION of  “Crier tout bas” – Song by Cœur de Pirate:

Screaming Softly

I saw you trace along the landscape 
A line of loved ones, destroying your language
And when you sang louder, through your silence
I could see tears falling down, always in reverse

But when seasons will wait for your return
It will be wind, that will bring rescue

And if the Earth is darkened, and if rain drowns you
Tell me we can shiver, together
And if the day ever comes, when nothing was yet lost
Tell me we can scream softly
Screaming softly

I wanted to calm your choking breath
Runs towards emptiness, your laughter signing
If you head towards still troubled waters
I will be the lighthouse, that always guides you 

But when the seasons will wait for your return
It will be wind, that will bring rescue

And if the Earth is darkened, and if rain drowns you
Tell me we can shiver, together
And if the day ever comes, when nothing was yet lost
Tell me we can scream softly
Screaming softly

I saw you trace along the landscape 
A line of loved ones, destroying your language
And when you sang louder, through your silence
I could see tears falling down, always in reverse

And if the Earth is darkened, and if rain drowns you
Tell me we can shiver, together
And if the day ever comes, when nothing was yet lost
Tell me we can scream softly

And if the Earth is darkened, and if rain drowns you
Tell me we can shiver, together
And if the day ever comes, when nothing was yet lost
Tell me we can scream softly.

(Translation by MP. 01-22-2016.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p-9U53txWQ
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